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of a Century of Broadcasting 

The year 1946 marks the completion of the first 25 years of the American 
system of broadcasting. Radio was not, as you might say, "discovered" in 1920. 
Experiments had been going on for a number of years. 
.. In 1920, however, radio ceased to be an experiment and became a permanent 
adjunct to life in America. How permanent and how much of an adjunct re- 
mained to be seen, but it was in 1920 that broadcasting as we know it today was 
born-with the realization that here was a great instrument of public service. 
.. In 1922, two years later, radio advertising began, with the acceptance by 
station WEAF, New York City, of commercial copy from the Queensboro 
Realty Company-and America may be everlastingly grateful that such a vital 
medium of mass communication gained early support from advertising, which 
insured its freedom and placed it alongside our free press as another guardian 
of the rights of people. 
.. Today there are more than 900 broadcasting stations in the United States. 
There is scarcely a spot in the nation where one or more of them cannot be 
heard. 
.. These broadcasting stations range in power from 250 to 50,000 watts. They 
operate on wave lengths ranging from 550 to 1600 on the dial. Obviously, some 
stations have to operate on the same wave lengths and either shield one another 
or operate on low power because 900 powerful stations could not be crowded 
into approximately 1,000 spaces on the dial. There would be wholesale con- 
fusion, with interference ruining every program on the air. 

.. Radio engineering is responsible for the near flawless reception of radio 
programs today, with the radio dial crowded to capacity. Miracles have been 
performed which parallel the invention of radio itself. 

.. Personnel in radio, although not great from the standpoint of numbers, has 
always presented a problem from the standpoint of training and natural talent. 
Approximately 25,000 people are employed in the broadcasting industry in 
America. Thousands more could be added by taking in those who are employed 
in the medium of radio, that it, producing shows for advertising agencies, mak- 
ing transcriptions for broadcast purposes, writing for radio, representing sta- 
tions and otherwise earning a living from radio work. 
.. Accessibility is one of the more obvious characteristics of radio. Once the 
initial investment has been made, the radio set is always there-in the home, 
family car, lunch room, hotel lobby and club car. It can be turned on with a flick 
of the wrist. It can be tuned from station to station with a twist. 
.. The full significance of this ease of listening becomes evident when you 
realize that today more than 31,000,000 homes are radio-equipped-that radios 
are more widely used than almost any other commodity. 
.. A generation or two ago, life was relatively simple-people understood what 
was going on in their communities, and some understood what was happening 
in the country as a whole. Beyond that, most people knew little and cared less. 

.. But today, because of radio and other rapid means of communication, the 
world is crowding in. People are bombarded daily with information about 
what is occurring all over the world. Most people are interested in these events 
because they realize that, in the long run, they can affect life in their own com- 
munities. 
.. Radio has come to mean more to them in recent years. They have a different 
conception of its mission in the world. They have heard it do terribly important 
things. It has taken them to inconceivable places, brought them voices and per- 
sonalities who are changing the shape of the world. 
.. Assured of economic support by the free enterprise system of America and 
acclaimed by the public, radio will expand its service into many fields. New 
types of broadcasting-facsimile-television-all may flourish after the war. 

.. The story of radio is the chronicle of American life and times during the oast 
quarter century. Where radio has gone, what it has reported, the personalities 
and events it has brought to the people, are the popular history of a great 
American era. The re-enactment, and in many cases the actual rebroadcast of 
these stirring episodes will stand without equal as an appeal to the patriotism 
of all Americans. 

J. Harold Ryan, former 
President National 

Association of Broadcasters 



TELE VISION 

For more than 60 years scientists have been striving for means of seeing 
events remote from the observer. The scanning disc was invented by Paul Nipkow 
in 1884. The basis for all modern electronic television was described by Campbell 
Swinton in 1911, but it took years of work by Vladimir Zworykin before thi s 
system produced a picture. Dr. Zworykin invented the "Iconoscope which became 
the'eye' of television cameras. 

In the early 1920's, experiments by John Baird in England and C. Francis 
Jenkins in this country, brought successful transmission of low definition pictures. 
RCA erected a television transmitter in 1928 and on January 16, 1930 showed 
television pictures on a 6 foot screen, as transmitted from the studio. 

The long awaited debut of television finally took place April 30, 1939 when 
President Franklin D. Roosevelt's speech opening the New York Worlds Fair 
was telecast. 

Today there are 9 television stations in operation, and WBEN is among other U. S. sta- 
tions which have received . permission to construct a television station. On the East 
Coast approximately 10,000 television receiving sets are now in use. WBEN's television 
plans have advanced to the point that makes it possible to start construction. 
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Historical Museum, a permanent building left after 1901 Pan-Amer- 
ican Exposition. 

Ji! 

Buffalo Memorial Auditorium. 

Civic Stadium, shot front Bell Helicopter during Buffalo Evening News Smokes Show, July 4, 1946, starring Spike Jones and'his City Slickers. WBEN's "Voices of Tomorrow" sang here. 

i "r.r.1.Ir.l..r 

Buffalo's Civic center seen from the air. 

Buffalo Museum of Science. 
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Kleinhans Music Hall, most modern in the world. 

The Municipal Airport at Buffalo 

/. 

Buffalo City Hall with McKinley Monument in tht b)reground. 

Albright Art Gallery 
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"EARLY DATE AT HENGERER 'S', 

Thousands of Buffalo women and their out-of-town 
guests have had an "Early Date at Hengerer's", with WBEN's ebullient CLINT BUEHLMAN. They may have received a corsage for being the youngest grandmother 
or the oldest bride in the audience, or they may, as the ladies in the picture, have been involved in something 
to do with a cake of ice, without the protection BUEHLY has! ESTHER HUFF is the gay and charming hostess and NORM GRAY supplies music. It's five days a week 
at 9:15 a.m. 

W8FN 
930 ON YOUR DIAL 

CLINT BUEHLMAN interviews 
an auaience guest on "Early 
Date at Hengerer's," to the a- 
musement of onlookers. This 
program, now in its third year, 
is a unique and popular item on 
WBEN's schedule. 



WBEN's popular dramatic show, fea- 
turing the classics of the radio the- 
ater, as well as worthy offerings of 
skilled local writers. FREDERICK 
KELLER (right) directs WBEN's 
dramatic productions, is a native 
Buffalonian, has turned to dramatics 
and radio despite an early ambition 
to be a policeman. 

"WREN THEATER" 

On the Air! LES BARRY gives the 
openinv cue for "International House 
Party' as PAUL LEITNER stands 
by at the controls. LES, a radio vet- 
eran, possesses a fine baritone voice, 
emcees WBEN's Barbershop Quar- 
tet program and produces the WBEN- 
NBC show "Your Host Is Buffalo." 

The ensemble, under the direction of 
Maestro MAX MILLER (front center) 
takes the cue and swings into the 
openinv theme of "International House 
Party, a favorite both sides of the 
border, heard Monday, Wednesday 
and Friday at 7:30 p.m. GEORGE 
TORGE, announcer -host, stands in 
front of the piano; TINY SCHWARZ, 
soloist (behind piano) former all - 
state basketball center, has an eleva- 
tion of 6' 52". Georgia Day, Cana- 
dian song star, is the girl vocalist 
in the picture. 

"INTERNATIONAL HOUSE PARTY" 



FOR VAR/STY IN RAD/0 

A show unique in radio and wide in appeal . . 

the "Quiz of Two Cities" originating in Buf- 
falo and Rochester, with a team from each 
town competing for civic glory and the lure 
of the silver dollars which are a prize. ED 
WEGMAN (left mike) is the announcer. A 
large studio audience fills Kleinhans Music 
Hall rehearsal room every Sunday to look on. 

Sometimes people in radio don't know their 
own strength! When CLINT BUEHLMAN 
asked for old Christmas cards to be used in 
scrapbooks by rural school children, he 
hoped to help fill the 1,000,000 national goal ... instead, response from the Buffalo area 
alone was almost twice that much! Left, 
BUEHLY is inundated in the more than four 
tons of cards which arrived! 

"News Quiz" originating in WBEN's Studio 
"B" keeps listeners and participants alike on 
their toes to answer up-to-the-minute ques- 
tions on world events. WOODY MAGNUSON 
(second from left) presents a blue chip, re- 
deemable in cash, to a well-informed con- 
testant. GORDON REDDING is the announcer, 
left. 



a 
ENTERTAINMENT- - IT'S W8EN! 

WBEN and the Buffalo Evening News join in 
giving talented Buffalo -area amateur singing 
stars their chance to shine by sponsoring the 
annual "Voices of Tomorrow" contest. 1946 
winners at right are EVELYN HUTCHINSON, 
NORBERT J. WINKLER, GRACE ENGLISH, 
VERNON REED and VANORMA PHILLIPS. 
RICHARD SEIBOLD, contest director, stands 
at the rear by the piano. 

"The University of Buffalo Round Table", a 
Tuesday night open discussion by experts 
on affairs of current importance, featured in 
a recent broadcast three local college heads: 
DR. HARRY W. ROCKWELL, State Teachers; 
the Very Reverend TIMOTHY J. COUGHLIN, 
S. J., Canisius; (far right) CHANCELLOR 
SAMUEL P. CAPEN, University of Buffalo. 
FRED KELLER, at mike, announces, and 
DEAN CLAUDE E. PUFFER, second from 
right, is moderator. 

"The Frontiersmen" bring a weekly half 
hour of light melodies by a select group of 
Buffalo musicians under the direction of MAX 
MILLER, WBEN's musicial director (left). 
WILLIAM McGRATH, young Buffalo tenor, 
now studying in New York,is a frequent guest 
star. 



Through its close association with the Buffalo Evening News, 
WBEN is able to utilize the far-flung news -gathering and report- 
ing resources of that paper to give it unquestioned radio news - 
leadership in Western New York. WBEN and The News have at 
their command the Associated Press, United Press, International 
News Service, New York Herald Tribune Service, Newspaper 
Enterprise Association, Chicago Daily News Service and the 
North American Newspaper Alliance. Dispatches from all these 
sources are carefully edited to insure completness, brevity and 
accuracy. News bulletins are broadcast from the Buffalo Evening 
News office at any time of the broadcast day or night when im- 
portant news warrants it, and at: Daily, 6, 7, 8 and 9 a.m.: 12 
noon: 6 and 11 p.m. Sundays, 9 a.m. and Noon: 6:30 and 11 p.m. 
These periods are in addition to NBC's many news programs. 

RAYMOND SWEENEY of WBEN's staff of news -bulle- 
tin editors. Son of the late Daniel Sweeney, famed 
old-time Buffalo editor, RAY is a graduate pharmacist 
but prefers news -work. 

DR. FREDERICK A. HODGE, photographed while broadcasting 
from WBEN's Studio "A" His news -analysis, "Reading Be- 
tween the Lines," heard Monday through Friday at 12:15 p.m., 
brings a broad experience, fabulous learning and keen know- 
ledge of contemporary events, to the happenings of the world. 
A native of Richmond, DR. HODGE received his Ph. D. at the 
University of Virginia, has taught philosophy and worked as 
chemical engineer in his varied past. Dr. Hodge is married, 
has six children and seven grandchildren. 

_nManEEes -zMwsac: 

LOCAL, NATIONAL ào 
ED REIMERS has one of Buffalo's best-known 
and best -liked radio voices, principally 
through his broadcasting of evening news 
bulletins. A native of Iowa, Ed started in 
radio as an announcer on his college station 
and has been with WBEN since 1936. He has served as emcee at many WBEN-Buffalo 
Evening News -sponsored public events. 

The bank of teletype machines, wl 
a day in the Buffalo Evening Ne 
broadcasting over WBEN's mike, 
bulletin writer, who is a major it 

JOHN BOCCIO, news -bulletin writer, 
is a veteran police reporter and re- 
write man. Well-known in Buffalo 
journalism, JOHN is married and 
the father of three children. 



QÌ5 GLO8AL NEWS --FIRST, WITH WPEN-N8C! 

GORDON REDD I NG, morning newscaster, 
started in radio as an engineer. He's a sail- 
ing enthusiast and owns his own boat. 

tap out the news twenty-four hours 
news -room, where it is edited for 
i rear is Charles J. Young, news - 
e New York Guard. 

H. V. KALTENBORN, distin- 
euished news -analyst, whose 
`Kaltenborn Edits the News" 

rates high among NBC's news - 
programs. 

J. EDMUND de CASTRO, with twenty 
years experience as newspaperman, 
is another news -bulletin writer for 
WBEN. One of the founders of Troop 
I, Buffalo American Legion, ED is 
a graduate lawyer. 

LOWELL THOMAS, NBC's top- 
flight news commentator, whose 
personality is known to mill- 
ions. 

JACK MEDDOFF, news -bulletin ed- 
itor, a newspaper veteran of more 
than 20 years service, has covered 
many political conventions and has 
interviewed many celebrities. His 
newspaper experience has included 
work on newspapers and news ser- 
vices in Buffalo, Cleveland and West 
Virginia. 



* THEPARADEOFSTARS * 

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN, co-stars in one of NBC's 
top comedy shows as well as in their happy marriage, wave a 
happy "Hello" from the NBC mike. 

Alluring VICKI VOLA portrays the efficient Miss Miller, sec- 
retarial assistant to NBC's ` Mr. District Attorney." 

ART LINKLETTER shows the way a studio contestant looks 
after returning from an outside stunt during NBC's "People 
Are Funny" program, heard over WBEN. 

"It's a joke, son)"when FRED ALLEN and KENNEY ("Sen- 
ator Claghorn") DELMAR, team up on Allen's Alley, the fa- 
mous thoroughfare of "The Fred Allen Show." 

19,000 watch JOE KELLY and other "National Barn Dance" stars in Memorial Auditorium at one of their two 
Buffalo appearances for the Buffalo Evening News "Smokes" Fund. 



 

ON wsEnr - NBC! ,t 

BOB HOPE studies a script during a rehearsal break on his 
perpetually hilarious comedy show, a NBC regular. 

Pretty LOUISE ERICKSON, student at Los Angeles' Occidental 
College and star of NBC's "A Date with Judy." 

Fred Waring and his 60 -odd Pennsylvanians, who broadcast twice from Buffalo this Fall, utilize NBC's 
big studio 6-A for their five -mornings -a -week programs over WBEN. All Waring hands must be on 
deck at 9 A. M. for their 11 A. M. program. The Waring Show is one of radio's great daytime innovations. 
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WREN Fa vaxirFs 
JIM WELLS (left) WBEN sports director , 
stands by as BUCKY HARRIS, former gen- 
eral manager of the Buffalo Bisons, presents 
JOHNNY MECCA with a baseball autographed 
by the New York Giants, for writing the best 
letter on "What Baseball Means to America." 
The contest was conducted by WBEN and the 
"Cavalcade of America" program. 

-"IN THE SPORTS FIELD 
JACK DECKER, assistant to the 
sports director , checks the 
ticker for athletic scores. JACK 
is a tennis enthusiast and a 
Canisius student. 

CLEM McCARTHY, NBC racing 
authority, stands at the rail to clock 
the horses in a big race before a 
broadcast. 

BILL STERN, ace sports commen- 
tator of NBC's "Sports Newsreel of 
the Air." 

1 



"Radio Football," a unique sports -quiz 
show directed by JIM WELLS and FRED 
KELLER, pits youthful contestants a- 
gainst one another in a win -or -lose play- 
by-play football match, with correct an- 
swers deciding the gains ... a WBEN 
ideal 

AND FOR LISTENING YOUTH 

JOHN CONTE, singing emcee of 

young America's NBC program, 
Teentiniers' Club." 

SMILIN' ED, genial ringmaster of NBC's de - 
Alightful children's program, "S m i l i n' Ed 
McConnell and his Buster Brown Gang.' 

wle 
ÌP 

UNCLE BEN interviews 11 -year -old Jackie 
Hughes, fire victim, on a program devoted 
to The Buffalo Evening News Junior Fire 
Department, co -sponsored by WBEN. Uncle 
Ben's Club is open to "girls and boys 
everywhere." banded together for fun and 
service. The program has been on WBEN 
since 1930 and parents of many today's new 
members are former club members. Sto- 
ries, helpful advice and music make up 
UNCLE BEN's program. 



1 

11 MORE WPEN PERSONAL/7/FS 

DR. JOSEPH L. FINK, nationally - 
known speaker and religious leader, 
has conducted the "Humanitarian 
Hour" on Sundays over WBEN since 
the station went on the air in 1930. 

John L. (Lenny) Blandin, WBEN's music librarian. He 
has been a musician for 40 years and is a life -member 
of the music ians' union. 

ROBERT NICHOLSON, arranger for WBEN's staff or- 
chestra, checks an arrangement in the station music 
library. 

( 

BUDD TESCH dues a 'read -over' of 
a script for WARD FENTON's criti- 
cism. Both staff announcers, BUDD 
is a native of Rochester, once played 
the bass tuba in a band; WARD, re- 
cently returned to WBEN after three 
years in the Army, announces "The 
Frontiersman " every Thur s d a y 
night. 

PAT HILL, ex -Army sergeant, at the mike 
during a station break and commercial. PAT 
is one of WBEN's most popular staff announ- 
cers. 
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WIEN 

EXECUTIVES AND THE 

STAFF 
On the next pages, become acquainted with the personalities behind the scenes 
of radio, that unseen, unheard and unsung group of WBEN's men and women 
without whose efforts your favorite programs would never reach your ear. 

EDWARD H. BUTLER, president of 
WBEN, Inc., is also one of the best known 
newspaper men in America. He has been 
editor and publisher of the Buffalo Eve- 
ning News, nationally recognized, since 
1914. Since becoming interested in radio, 
it has been his aim to build WBEN into 
the same instrumentality of independent 
public service that The News occupies 
in its field. 
MR. BUTLER, a Yale graduate, is a for- 
mer president of the American News- 
paper Publishers' Association. He now 
is a director of the Associated Press of 
which he was vice-president in 1924-26. 
He also is a director of the North Amer- 
ican Newspaper Alliance, one of the 
seven great news agencies serving The 
News and WBEN. 
His active and diversified interest in 
civic affairs is reflected in the public 
service activities of WBEN and through 
the columns of the News, as well as in 
various personal activities, such as the 
Boy Scouts, the Philharmonic Orchestra 
and the Museum of Natural Sciences. 
MR. BUTLER's pet interest is the Buf- 
falo State Teachers' College, where he 
followed in his father's footsteps as 
president of the board. He also is a 
member of the New York State Saratoga 
Springs Authority. 

PRESIDENT 

VICE PRESIDENT 
ALFRED H. K IRCHHOFER, vice-president 
and secretary of WBEN, Inc., was a national 
figure in the newspaper world before he be- 
came managing editor of the Buffalo Evening 
News in 1927 and Vice -President and Secre- 
tary of WBEN in 1930. 
He served as Albany and Washington corre- 
spondent of The News, was president of the 
National Press Club when construction of its 
$10,000,000 building was undertaken, is a 
member of the Gridiron Club, and a former 
president of the American Society of News- 
paper Editors. 
He also is a member of the Council of The 
University of Buffalo, on the Board of Visi- 
tors of the Roswell Park Memorial Institute, 
a member of the Board of Directors of the 
American Press Institute of Columbia Uni- 
versity, and a representative of the American 
Society of Newspaper Editors on the Accred- 
iting Committee of the American Council on 
Education for Journalism. 



C. ROBERT THOMPSON, station director, is one of 
the better-known of the country's younger radio execu- 
tives. A successful musician in earlier years, MR. 
THOMPSON has been in radio for twenty years, and 
came to WBEN in 1942. He is married, has a son and 
daughter, hobbies in gardening, golf, swimming and 
fishing. 

FRANK W. KELLY, commercial manager, has been in 
radio for two decades, in all branches of the business. 
He has four children, and like busmen and mailmen 
spends his spare time dabbling in amateur radio. 

GEORGE TORGE, WBEN's program director, is Buf- 
falo -born and came to WHEN as announcer and baritone 
soloist in 1936. MR. TORGE recently returned after 
three years of military activity, receiving 5 battle 
stars in the European theater. 

RALPH J. KINGSLEY, technical director of 
WBEN, is widely -known as one of the nation's 
foremost radio engineers . His technical 
knowledge first came to his aid as a marine 
radio operator in World War I. MR. KING- 
SLEY prefers to spend his summer in camp. 



EDWARD J. WEGMAN, also well- 
known as a WBEN radio personality, 
doubles in brass as assistant pro- 
gram director. ED supervises an- 
nouncers' schedules, announces 
"News Quiz", "Quiz of Two Cities" 
and other daytime shows. 

J. WOODROW MAGNUSON, better known to 
Buffalonians as "Woody", plays an active 
part in helping run WBEN behind the scenes 
as assistant to the station director in charge 
of FM programs. 

LOUIE S. JONES, business manager 
of WBEN, was an automobile ex- 
ecutive in Buffalo for many years 
before coming to this station. He 
was general sales manager of the 
Lumen Bearing Co. of Buffalo for 
15 years. 

EDWIN W. REIMERS, WBEN night supervisor 
and announcer, is heard on many news periods. 
He has been with WBEN since 1936, with time 
out in the Marines directing an armed forces 
radio program on Saipan. 

CHESTER DALY (seated) and N. J. MALTER 
comprise WBEN's sales -representative staff. 
Here they check open spots on the station 
schedule for possible sale to clients. 
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ALBERT WULLEN, station custodi- 
an, is a veteran player of the trom- 
bone and cello. 
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ON THE TECP 
While it would be difficult to name 
the most important phase of radio, 
it is certain that without a tech- 
nical staff a radio station would 
never go on the air ... and without 
the skilled technicians and latest 
top -grade mechanical equipment 
possessed by WBEN, the station 
would never maintain its standard 
of excellence. Here are shown the 
men who turn the controls to flash 
you your favorite program. 
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Frequency Modulation tFMI broadcasting, practically all 
radio eaperts now agree, may some day replace the type 
now generally heard, except for a few strategically -loca- 
ted high powered -stations which will be needed to serve 
remote rural areas not receiving any service. 

WREN always has been alert to install the latest engineer - 
tag developments, and ras among the first to file an ap- 
plicauun fur permission toconstruct an FM station. Per- 
misaioi w do sal has been granted by the FCC. 

As this edition goes to press, an interim FM transmitter 
has started operations at WREN. This will deliver spe- 
cial program service with the static -free, high fidelity 
transmissions over a large Western New York area. 
Meanwhile, WBEN eogu eers also are making tests for 
submission to the FCC to determine where its ultimate 
FM sunto% will be located. 

WREN WILL MUM LIFE -LIKE hi PRODUCTION 
without fading and interference 

P. 5. U you are buying a new radio receiver, and want to 
hear the latest in radio, be sure to inquire into the FM 
con.btnatiots. To hear FM programs you will require a 
receiver that picks up the FM short-wave band. 



THE V-2?/u2iC'te IS BRIGHT 
FOR WESTERN NEW YORK 

With the same abundant energy and realistic viewpoint which char- 
acterized its war effort, western New York has set its sights to 
postwar. Public works-roads, bridges, earthworks, airports and 
building programs costing millions of dollars are getting under 
way. Private enterprise and government have already allocated the 
money. 

Unified effort set in motion will make permanent the bulk of west- 
ern New York's wartime economic, industrial and population gains. 
Reconversion plans by private enterprise call for production and 
employment topping all previous peace -time records. 

Western New York's goods will flow through war -expanded trans- 
portation systems to wider markets at home and abroad. A war - 
born merchant fleet will carry the products of the state to the ports 
of the world to exchange for raw materials for the new industrial 
empire. Western New York faced a multitude of problems in gear- 
ing itself to the production achievements of war -time. It rolled up 
its collective sleeve and did a tremendous job. 

The problems of peace -time are plentiful and big, but opportunities 
are even bigger. Wise forward planning has put these opportunities 
within reach ; many of them have been already achieved. 

AMP 
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RADAR 
THE SILENT WEAPON OF WORLD 
WAR II . . . TO BE ADAPTED 
FOR PEACETIME USE . . 

An electronic 'eye' apparently developed independently by U. S., British, French and German scientists in the 

1930's, radar owes much of its rapid growth to the advent of war. First used in detection of surface objects in the 

near -distance under conditions of poor visibility, radar's range and versatility were quickly extended to provide 

long-range detection of airborne as well as surface objects, accuracy in fire -control, safety in navigation and identi- 

fication of distant or unrecognizable planes and ships. To radar goes much of the credit for England's doughty 

defense in the dark days of the `blitz'; and much of the credit for `lighting the road' to Berlin and Tokyo. 

.. Scientists have made great strides in converting the principles of radar to peacetime uses-with the extent 

limited only by the field of imagination. 

Five -man Army radar crew in Italy 
track approach of enemy planes. 

Prelude to the first test of radar, 
experimental work on the roof 
of the Naval Research Labora- 
tory in Anacostia, D. C. 

Symbolizing close tie -line of com- 
munications between aircraft carrier 
and plane supplied by radar, photo 
shows Navy Avenger speeding past 
Essex -class flattop with latter's radar 

The antenna of the first complete radar, 
installed 'topside' a building at Naval Re- 
search Laboratory in Anacostia, D. C. It 
is mounted so that it can be turned to 

Information provided by radar's elec- 
tronic eye is marked down on vertical 
chart, in radar plot room aboard air- 
craft carrier. Behind the transparent 
chart, other men chart other aspects of 



SYMBOL OF SERVICE 
The twin directional -array towers of WBEN majestically 
rise 475 feet above Grand Island, N. Y., which is midway 
in the Niagara River separating Canada and the United 
States. These antennae were especially designed to insure 
a minimum of interference by WBEN's signals with those of 
other stations on the 930 -kilocycle frequency. This means 
the ultimate in present-day reception for WBEN listeners, 
for the towers were especially built to direct the signals 
of WBEN's programs to the area which the station serves. 
WBEN strives, through public service, to keep its programs 
apace with the latest engineering achievements. 


